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Abstract
In the present paper we find a new interpretation of Narayana polynomials Nn(x) which are the
generating polynomials for the Narayana numbers Nn,k = 1n Ck−1n Ckn where C ij stands for the usual
binomial coefficient, i.e. C ij = j !i !( j−i)! . They count Dyck paths of length n and with exactly k peaks, see
e.g. [R.A. Sulanke, The Narayana distribution, in: Lattice Path Combinatorics and Applications (Vienna,
1998), J. Statist. Plann. Inference 101 (1–2) (2002) 311–326 (special issue)] and they appeared recently in
a number of different combinatorial situations, see for e.g. [T. Doslic, D. Syrtan, D. Veljan, Enumerative
aspects of secondary structures, Discrete Math. 285 (2004) 67–82; A. Sapounakis, I. Tasoulas, P. Tsikouras,
Counting strings in Dyck paths, Discrete Math. 307 (2007) 2909–2924; F. Yano, H. Yoshida, Some
set partitions statistics in non-crossing partitions and generating functions, Discrete Math. 307 (2007)
3147–3160]. Strangely enough Narayana polynomials also occur as limits as n → ∞ of the sequences of
eigenpolynomials of the Schur–Szego˝ composition map sending (n − 1)-tuples of polynomials of the form
(x+1)n−1(x+a) to their Schur–Szego˝ product, see below. We present below a relation between Narayana
polynomials and the classical Gegenbauer polynomials which implies, in particular, an explicit formula
for the density and the distribution function of the asymptotic root-counting measure of the polynomial
sequence {Nn(x)}.
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1. Introduction
1.1. The Narayana numbers, triangle and polynomials
The Narayana numbers Nn,k, 1 ≤ k ≤ n, defined in the abstract above were apparently
introduced by Kreweras in [8]. One immediately observes that for any fixed k the Narayana
numbers Nn,k are given by a polynomial in n of degree 2k − 2 divisible by n. It is known that
Nn,k counts, in particular, the number of expressions containing n pairs of parentheses which
are correctly matched and which contain exactly k distinct nestings and also the number of
Dyck paths of length n with exactly k peaks. (Recall that a Dyck path is a staircase walk from
(0, 0) to (n, n) that lies above but may touch the diagonal y = x .) Some other combinatorial
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of Narayana numbers Nn,k read by rows is called the Narayana triangle. Later we will also
interpret this triangle as an infinite lower triangular matrix taking its left side of ones as the first
column and its right side of ones as the main diagonal, see (15).
The generating functions of the rows of the above triangle are called the Narayana
polynomials. More exactly, following the standard convention (see [3]) one defines the nth











k−1 ↔ Nn(x) = x N̂n(x).
In what follows we use the following notions. If P is a univariate polynomial of degree n, then
its reversion or the reverted polynomial P R is defined as P R(x) = xn P(1/x). A polynomial P
is called self-reciprocal if it coincides with its reversion up to a sign, i.e. P = ±P R . Hence for
any self-reciprocal P if it vanishes at some x0 then it vanishes at 1/x0 as well. A polynomial P
is called hyperbolic if all its roots are real. Narayana numbers recently appeared in a number of
different combinatorial situations, see [5,11,15].
Remark 1. Each polynomial Nn(x) has a simple root at 0 and each N̂n(x) is self-reciprocal.
The following simple 3-term recurrence relation satisfied by Narayana polynomials was found
in [12, p. 2]:
(n + 1)Nn(x) = (2n − 1)(1+ x)Nn−1(x)− (n − 2)(x − 1)2 Nn−2(x), (2)
with the initial conditions N1(x) = x, N2(x) = x2 + x .
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1.2. Schur–Szego˝ composition
The Schur–Szego˝ composition of two degree n polynomials P = ∑nj=0 p j x j and Q =∑n
j=0 q j x j is defined by the formula:
P ∗n Q =
n∑
j=0
p j q j x
j/C jn .
When the same P and Q are considered as polynomials of degree n+ k with vanishing k leading
coefficients then in accordance with the above formula one gets:
P ∗n+k Q =
n∑
j=0
p j q j x
j/C jn+k .
Extending these formulas one defines the composition of s polynomials by the formula:
P1
∗
n+k · · · ∗n+k Ps =
n∑
j=0
p1, j · · · ps, j x j/(C jn+k)s−1.
(For more details on Schur–Szego˝ composition see [9,10].)
Our main goal below will be a further study of a certain linear inhomogeneous map Φn
initially considered in [6,2]. Namely, in these papers the first author of the present paper has
shown the possibility to present every monic polynomial of degree n with complex coefficients
and vanishing at (−1) in the form:
P = Ka1 ∗n · · · ∗n Kan−1 (3)
where each composition factor Kai equals (x + 1)n−1(x + ai ), ai ∈ C. (For the sake of
convenience, we set K∞ := (x + 1)n−1.) Now we can introduce the map Φn .
Notation 2. For any P(x) := (x + 1)(xn−1 + c1xn−2 + · · · + cn−2x + cn−1) and for ν =
1, . . . , n−1 set σν :=∑1≤ j1<···< jν≤n−1 a j1 · · · a jν , i.e. define σν as the νth elementary symmetric
function of the roots of the composition factors presenting P(x). Finally, denote by Φn the
mapping (c1, . . . , cn−1) 7→ (σ1, . . . , σn−1).
Obviously, Φn is linear inhomogeneous. The following theorem was proven in [7].
Theorem 3. (1) The mapping Φn has n − 1 distinct real eigenvalues λ1,n = 1, λ2,n = nn−1 ,
λ3,n = n2(n−1)(n−2) , . . ., λn−1,n = n
n−2
(n−1)! .
(2) The corresponding eigenvectors are monic polynomials of degree n−1 vanishing at (−1) and
have the form: (x+1)n−1, x(x+1)n−2, x(x+1)n−3 Q1,n(x), . . . , x(x+1)Qn−3,n(x) where
deg Q j,n(x) = j , j = 1, . . . , n − 3, Q j,n(−1) 6= 0. The coefficients of each polynomial
Q j,n(x) are rational numbers.
(3) Each Q j,n(x) is self-reciprocal. More exactly, (Q j,n(x))R = (−1) j Q j,n(x).
(4) The roots of each Q j,n(x), 1 ≤ j ≤ n − 3, are positive and distinct.
(5) For j odd (resp. for j even) one has Q j,n(1) = 0 (resp. Q j,n(1) 6= 0). Additionally, the
middle coefficient in (x + 1)n− j−2 Q j,n(x) vanishes if n is even and j is odd.
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(6) For any j fixed and n →∞ the sequence of polynomials Q j,n(x) converges coefficientwise
to the monic polynomial Q∗j (x) of degree j which has rational coefficients, all roots positive,
and satisfies the equality (Q∗j (x))R = (−1) j Q∗j (x) and the condition Q∗j (1) = 0 for j odd.
Remark 4. In Theorem 3 we consider the action of Φn on the affine (n − 1)-dimensional space
of all monic polynomials of degree n − 1. If we extend this action to the ambient linear space of
all polynomials of degree at most (n− 1) then the extended Φn is still diagonalizable. It acquires
one more eigenvalue and eigenvector respectively. Namely, the polynomial (x + 1)n−2 is this
additional eigenvector of Φn with the eigenvalue 1.
1.3. Results
Set M j (x) = (−1) j−1x Q∗j−1(−x). The following statement is valid.
Theorem 5. For any positive integer j the polynomial M j (x) coincides with the Narayana
polynomial N j (x).
Our next result is as follows. Let











denote the Jacobi (or more precisely, Gegenbauer) polynomial with standard notation, see e.g. [1,
Ch. 22].
Proposition 6. One has









Surprisingly enough, this simple connection of Narayana polynomials with such a classical
(and well-studied) family of orthogonal polynomials has not been reported before. However, it
simplifies greatly the proof of many algebraic properties of the Narayana polynomials established
in the literature. Indeed, the mapping
x 7→ x + 1
x − 1 (6)
is a bijection of the interval (−1, 1) and the negative semiaxis (−∞, 0). In this context the “self-
reciprocity” of N̂n (Remark 1) is just the well-known symmetry property of the Gegenbauer
polynomials,
P(1,1)n (−x) = (−1)n P(1,1)n (x),
and the recurrence (2) is a straightforward consequence of the three term recurrence relation
for P(1,1)n , see e.g. [13]. We can get further results transplanting the known bounds, estimates
and identities from (−1, 1) to (−∞, 0) using (6). For instance, the “q-Log-convexity” of
the Narayana polynomials established recently in [4] follows from the positivity of Tura´n
determinants for the Gegenbauer polynomials, see e.g. [14].
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Fig. 1. The theoretical distribution κ(x) and the empirical distribution of roots of N100(x) on the interval [−1, 0].
To describe asymptotic properties of the zero loci of the sequence {Nn(x)} recall the following




i=1 δ(x−xi ) where {x1, . . . , xl} is the set of all roots of P(x) listed with possible repetitions
(equal to the respective multiplicities) and δ(x−xi ) is the standard Dirac delta-function supported
at xi . Given a sequence {Pn(x)}, deg Pn(x) = n, n = 1, 2, . . . we call asymptotic root-counting
measure of this sequence the weak limit µ = limn→∞ µPn (if it exists) understood in the sense
of distribution theory (see Fig. 1).
Corollary 7. (i) All roots of each Nn(x) are real, simple, and non-positive. Roots of any two
consecutive Narayana polynomials interlace.
(ii) The density ρ(x) and the distribution function κ(x) of the asymptotic root-counting measure








√−x, x ≤ 0. (7)










To prove Theorem 5 we will need a detailed study of the map Φn and, especially, of the
equations defining its eigenvectors which in their turn give our polynomials Q j,n(x).
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Notation 9. Set ek( j) = σk(1, 2, . . . , j) to be the value of the kth symmetric function on the
j-tuple of numbers (1, 2, . . . , j), i.e. ek( j) = ∑1≤ν1<···<νk≤ j ν1 · · · νk , k = 1, . . . , j . Denote
by φk( j) the sum 1k + 2k + · · · + jk .
Remark 10. The quantity ek( j) (resp. φk( j)) is a polynomial in j of degree 2k (resp. of degree
k + 1) divisible by j ( j + 1).
Let Q j,n(x) := x j+q1x j−1+· · ·+q j−1x+(−1) j be the polynomial introduced in Theorem 3
and set l j = (n − 1) · · · (n − j). Then by (1) of Theorem 3 one has
λ j+2,n = n j+1/ l j+1.
(The coefficients qν depend also on j and n, but we prefer to avoid double indices.) By definition
the polynomial Q j,n(x) satisfies the following relation:
x(x + 1)n− j−2 Q j,n(x)
= λ j+2,n x(x + 1)n−1 ∗n(x + a1)(x + 1)n−1 ∗n · · · ∗n(x + a j )(x + 1)n−1 ∗n(x + 1)n−1,
where {−a1, . . . ,−a j } is the set of all roots of Q j,n(x). After multiplication of both sides of the
latter relation by l j+1 one gets that the coefficient Rk of xk , k ≥ 1, on the right-hand side equals
Rk := n j+1Ck−1n−1(Ckn−1a1 + Ck−1n−1) · · · (Ckn−1a j + Ck−1n−1)Ckn−1/(Ckn ) j+1.
The corresponding coefficient Lk on the left-hand side equals
Lk := (n − 1) · · · (n − j − 1)((−1) j Ck−1n− j−2 + Ck−2n− j−2q j−1 + · · · + C0n− j−2q j−k+1). (8)
Therefore one has qν = σν (see Notation 2) and, finally,






+ (−1) j (Ckn−1) j )/(Ckn ) j+1. (9)
Thus the coefficients qν, ν = 1, . . . , j − 1 of Q j,n(x) solve the system of equations
(Σ ) : {Lk = Rk, k = 1, . . . , n − 1}. (10)
Lemma 11. The coefficients qν can be expanded in convergent series:
qν = q(0)ν +
q(1)ν
n − 1 +
q(2)ν
(n − 1)2 + · · · (11)
with respect to 1n−1 , where the numbers q
(i)
ν ∈ R are uniquely defined and independent of n.
Proof. The coefficients qν solve system (Σ ). They are uniquely defined because the polynomials
Q j,n(x) are uniquely defined by the eigenvectors of the mapping Φn . They can be expanded in
convergent series in 1n−1 because the same property holds for the coefficients of system (Σ ). As
qν are uniquely defined, thus q
(i)
ν are also uniquely defined. 
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Remark 12. We choose to expand qν as a series in 1n−1 (and not in
1
n ) because the
eigenpolynomials of Φn (see (2) of Theorem 3) are all of degree n − 1. Besides, numerical
computations show that it is the factor n − 1 and not n which appears most often in the
denominators of the eigenvectors of the mapping Φn .
Proposition 13. One has q(0)1 = (−1) j q(0)j−1 = − j ( j + 1)/2.
Proof. For k = 1 one has
L1 = (−1) j (n − 1) · · · (n − j − 1),





(n − 1)νqν + (−1) j (n − 1) j
)
.
The equality L1 = R1 can be written in the form
(−1) j (n − 1) · · · (n − j − 1) = (−1) j (n − 1) j+1 + (n − 1) j q(0)j−1 + o((n − 1) j ).
Hence q(0)j−1 + o(1) = (−1) j ((n − 1) · · · (n − j − 1)− (n − 1) j+1)/(n − 1) j . Observe that
(n − 1) · · · (n − j − 1) = (n − 1) j+1 − (1+ 2+ · · · + j)(n − 1) j + o((n − 1) j ).
The quantity q(0)j−1 depends on j , but not on n. Therefore (−1) j q(0)j−1 = −(1 + 2 + · · · + j) =− j ( j + 1)/2. 
The next statement is central.
Proposition 14. (1) For each (ν, i) fixed the coefficient q(i)ν is given by a real polynomial in j of
degree 2(ν + i).
(2) For i = 0 this polynomial is divisible by j ( j + 1).
2.2. Proof of Proposition 14
10. To prove part (1) of the proposition we use induction on ν + i . Proposition 13 constitutes
the base of induction. The step of induction is explained in 20– 30.
Recall that the coefficients qν give the unique solution to system (Σ ). From now on we assume
that system (Σ ) is infinite, i.e. k = 1, 2, . . . . Substituting the expansions (11) of the coefficients
qν in (Σ ) we obtain a new system (denoted by (x)) with variables q
(i)
ν , ν = 1, . . . , j − 1,
i = 0, 1, . . . . After this substitution the equation Lk = Rk of system (Σ ) transforms into
an equation of the form
∑∞
l=l0 Ak,l/(n − 1)l = 0 where the quantities Ak,l are some linear
inhomogeneous functions of the variables q(i)ν . (Notice that Ak,l depend on j but not on n.) The
latter equation holds for all n ∈ N if and only if all Ak,l vanish. (The equation {Ak,l = 0} is
denoted by (Ak,l).)
20. The solution to system (x) is unique (which follows from the uniqueness of the
polynomials Q j,n(x) for every fixed n, see Theorem 3). This solution depends only on j . The
self-reciprocity of Q j,n(x) implies that q
(i)
ν = (−1) j q(i)j−ν .
In what follows we consider subsystems of system (x) of the form {(Ak,l), l = l0, . . . , l1},
i.e. systems defined in accordance with the filtration of the space of Laurent series in 1n−1 by the
degree of 1n−1 . We set l = s − j − k.
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Notation 15. Denote by Ia,b the set of variables {q(0)a , q(1)a+1, . . . , q(b)a+b}.
To settle part (1) of Proposition 14 we need Lemmas 16 and 17 whose proofs are given after
that of Proposition 14.
Lemma 16. The linear inhomogeneous form Ak,s− j−k depends only on the variables in the set
J j−s,s−1 := I j−s,s−1 ∪ I j−s+1,s−2 ∪ · · · ∪ I j−1,0.
30. Suppose that the variables belonging to the set J j−s+1,s−2 are already determined. (For
s = 2 one has J j−s+1,s−2 = I j−s+1,s−2 = I j−1,0 = {q(0)j−1}; see Proposition 13.) The system
of s linear equations (A) := {(Ak,s− j−k), k = 1, . . . , s} is a system with s unknown variables,
namely, those in the set I j−s,s−1. This system has a unique solution (which follows from the
existence and uniqueness of the polynomials Q j,n(x), see Theorem 3). Hence the variables in
the set I j−s,s−1 are uniquely defined.
Lemma 17. The solution to system (A) is an s-vector consisting of real polynomials in j of
degree 2s.
This concludes the proof of the step of induction in part (1) of Proposition 14.
40. For ν = 1 part (2) of the proposition follows from Proposition 13. When solving the linear
system (x) we express the variables in the set I j−s,s−1 as affine functions of the ones in the
set J j−s+1,s−2. Suppose that all variables in that set are shown to be polynomials divisible by
j ( j + 1). Then the variables in the set I j−s,s−1 will be divisible by j ( j + 1) if and only if this
is the case of the constant terms of system (A) (we call them CTs for short).
The CTs are the coefficients of (n − 1)s− j−k of the expression (−1) jU1 − U2 − (−1) jU3
where
U1 = (n − 1) · · · (n − j − 1)Ck−1n− j−2, U2 = n j+1Ck−1n−1Ckn−1(Ck−1n−1) j ,
U3 = n j+1Ck−1n−1Ckn−1(Ckn−1) j/(Ckn ) j+1,
see (8) and (9). In this difference the product U2 is irrelevant. Indeed, the highest power of (n−1)
multiplying any of the variables q(0)ν in Rk is higher than the highest power of (n − 1) in U2,
see (9).
Set (n − 1) · · · (n − j − 1) = (n − 1) j+1 + V . Hence U1 = ((n − 1) j+1 + V )Ck−1n− j−2. By
Remark 10 the quantity V is a polynomial divisible by j ( j + 1). Therefore for j = 0 one has
U1 = (n − 1)Ck−1n−2 = nCk−1n−1Ckn−1/Ckn = U3, and for j = −1 one has U1 = Ck−1n−1 = U3. Hence
the CTs are divisible by j ( j + 1). This completes the proof of Proposition 14. Now we settle
Lemmas 16 and 17.
Proof of Lemma 16. 10. Using the equalities Ck−1n−1/Ckn = k/n and Ckn−1/Ckn = (n − k)/n, one
can present the equality Lk = Rk (see (8) and (9)) in the form
(n − 1) · · · (n − j − 1)((−1) j Ck−1n− j−2 + Ck−2n− j−2q j−1 + · · · + C0n− j−2q j−k+1)
= (n − k)Ck−1n−1(k j +
j−1∑
ν=1
(n − k)νk j−νqν + (−1) j (n − k) j ). (12)
Replace in (12) the quantities qν by their expansions (11). Consider the right-hand side Rk of (12)
as a Laurent series in 1n−1 . Observe that if the integer k is bounded, then the following relations
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hold:
(n − k)Ck−1n−1 =
(n − 1)k
k! + O((n − 1)
k−1),
(n − k)νk j−ν = k j−ν(n − 1)ν + O((n − 1)ν−1).
We use the last equality for ν = j − s. The coefficient of (n − 1) j−s+k in Rk is of the form:
1
k! (k
sq(0)j−s + ks−1q(1)j−s+1 + · · · + kq(s−1)j−1 +H+ r),
whereH is a linear form in the variables q(m)µ with µ−m > j − s and r is a real number. Hence
the form H contains only variables belonging to the union J j−s+1,s−2 (because µ ≤ j − 1,
m ≥ 0) while the linear form (1/k!)(ksq(0)j−s + ks−1q(1)j−s+1+ · · · + kq(s−1)j−1 ) depends only on the
variables in the set I j−s,s−1. Hence Rk depends only on the variables in the set J j−s,s−1.
20. Consider now the left-hand side Lk of (12). One can write
B(n, j) := (n − 1) · · · (n − j − 1) = (n − 1) j+1
(
1− e1( j)
n − 1 +
e2( j)
(n − 1)2 − · · ·
)
,
see Notation 9. For each ν = j − k + 1, . . . , j the product B(n, j)Cν− j+k−1n− j−2 is a polynomial in
the variable (n − 1) of degree ν + k. More precisely,
B(n, j)Cν− j+k−1n− j−2 =
(n − 1)ν+k
(ν − j + k − 1)!
(
1− e1(ν + k − 1)
n − 1 +
e2(ν + k − 1)




Therefore, the coefficient of (n − 1) j−s+k in the term B(n, j)Cν− j+k−1n− j−2 qν of Lk is of the form
1
(ν − j + k − 1)! (q
(ν− j+s)
ν − q(ν− j+s−1)ν e1(ν + k − 1)+ · · ·
+ (−1)ν− j+sq(0)ν eν− j+s(ν + k − 1)). (14)
The index ν takes the values j − k + 1, . . . , j − 1, see (12). Hence Lk is also a linear
inhomogeneous form of the variables in the set J j−s,s−1. 
Proof of Lemma 17. 10. Consider equation (Ak,s− j−k). Recall that its unknown variables are
the ones in the set I j−s,s−1. Present this equation in the form α1q(0)j−s + · · · + αsq(s−1)j−1 = β + G
where the term β depends on j but not on the variables q(i)ν and G is a linear form in the variables
q(i)ν from the set J j−s+1,s−2.
20. The quantity β is obtained by adding the terms (n − 1) j−s+k from the Laurent series
of the expressions : A := (n − 1) · · · (n − j − 1)(−1) j Ck−1n− j−2, D := −(n − k)Ck−1n−1k j
and W := Ck−1n−1(−1) j (n − k) j+1 in Eq. (12). The coefficient of (n − 1) j−s+k in A equals
(−1) j+ses( j + k − 1)/(k − 1)! (see Eq. (13) with ν = j) which is a degree 2s polynomial in j ,
see Remark 10. Its coefficient in W is a polynomial in j of degree s. Indeed,
W = (−1) j Ck−1n−1((n − 1)− (k − 1)) j+1 = (−1) j Ck−1n−1
j+1∑
γ=0
Cγj+1(n − 1)γ (k − 1) j+1−γ ,
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where (−1) j Ck−1n−1 is a polynomial in (n−1) of degree k−1 and C j−s+1j+1 = Csj+1 is a polynomial
in j of degree s. As k ≤ s < j , there is no term (n − 1) j−s+k in D. Hence β is a polynomial in
j of degree 2s.
30. The linear form G is obtained from certain expressions in both sides of equality (12). First,
one considers the terms B(n, j)Cν− j+k−1n− j−2 qν in Lk and their coefficients of (n − 1) j−s+k given
by formula (14). Recall that (see Lemma 16) the index ν takes values ≥ j − s. Set θ := j − ν.
Hence θ ≤ s. In formula (14) the term σ := q(δ)ν eν− j+s−δ = q(δ)ν es−θ−δ is the product of the
degree 2(s− θ − δ) polynomial es−θ−δ in the variable j (see Remark 10) and of±q(δ)j−ν = ±q(δ)θ
which is a polynomial of degree 2(θ+δ) by inductive assumption. Thus σ (and, hence, the whole
contribution of Lk to the linear form G) is a polynomial in j of degree 2s.
40. Secondly, consider in Rk the product
S := Ck−1n−1(n − k)ν+1k j−νqν = Ck−1n−1kθ ((n − 1)+ (1− k))ν+1
∞∑
η=0
q(η)ν (n − 1)−η.
The quantity q(η)ν = ±q(η)θ is a polynomial in j of degree 2(θ + η).
Our goal now is to show that the coefficient of (n − 1)k+ν−r in the product Ck−1n−1(n − k)ν+1
is a polynomial in j of degree r . (We prove this statement in 50 below.) This implies that the
coefficient of (n− 1) j−s+k in S is a finite sum of polynomials in j of degrees τ := 2(θ + η)+ r .
To obtain a term (n−1) j−s+k we multiply the terms (n−1)k+ν−r and (n−1)−η. In other words,
one has (k+ν−r)−η = j−s+k, i.e. ν = j+r+η−s and τ = 2( j−ν+η)+r = 2s−r < 2s.
Thus the contribution of Rk to the linear form G is a polynomial in j of degree < 2s. The lemma
is proved.
50. Proof of the latter statement. One has (n − k)ν+1 = ∑ν+1r=0 Crν+1(1 − k)r (n − 1)ν+1−r
and Crν+1 is a degree r polynomial in ν, and therefore, also in the variable j − θ and thus in the
variable j as well. The binomial coefficient Ck−1n−1 is a polynomial in (n − 1) of degree (k − 1).
Thus Ck−1n−1(n − k)ν+1 is of the form
∑k+ν
r=0 dr (n − 1)k+ν−r where dr is a polynomial in j of
degree r . 
Now we finally return to our main results formulated in the introduction.
2.3. Proof of Theorem 5
10. Consider the lower triangular matrix M whose j th row contains the coefficients of the
polynomial M j (x) (starting with the coefficient of the linear term) followed by zeros. Let us turn
the Narayana triangle (1) into an infinite lower triangular matrix of the form
N =

1 0 0 0 0 · · ·
1 1 0 0 0 · · ·
1 3 1 0 0 · · ·
1 6 6 1 0 · · ·








Theorem 5 claims that the matrices M and N coincide. Denote by Ml and Nl their lth
columns and byMl andN l their lth diagonals (i.e. the sets of entries in positions (r, r + l − 1),
r = 1, 2, . . . inM and N respectively).
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The polynomials M j (x) are monic and self-reciprocal with positive coefficients by definition.
Therefore, one hasM1 = N1,M1 = N 1.
20. Suppose that the first m columns (and, hence, the first m diagonals as well) ofM coincide
with the first m columns (respectively, diagonals) of N . The first m entries of Mm+1 and of
Nm+1 vanish. Their next m entries belong to the first m diagonals, hence, they coincide as well.
30. The entries of Mm+1 and the ones of Nm+1 (denoted respectively by Mm+1, j and
Nm+1, j ) are the values of polynomials Rm+1M and Rm+1N in j of the same degree 2m. For
Mm+1, j this follows from Proposition 14, and for Nm+1, j it follows from the next formula
for the Narayana numbers:





( j − 1)( j − 2) · · · ( j − m + 1)
m!
j ( j − 1) · · · ( j − m)
(m + 1)! . (16)
For j = 1, . . . , 2m one has Rm+1M ( j) = Rm+1N ( j), see 20. For j = 0 one has N j,m+1 =
Nm+1, j = 0 =Mm+1, j . The first two equalities follow from formula (16), the last one can be
deduced from part (2) of Proposition 14. This proposition implies that Mm+1, j is divisible by
j ( j − 1) (recall that M j (x) = (−1) j−1x Q∗j−1(−x)). Hence Rm+1M (x) = Rm+1N (x). 
3. Relation between Narayana and Gegenbauer polynomials
In the notation of the introduction the following statement holds.
Lemma 18. One has
N̂n(x) = 2 F1 (1− n,−n; 2; x) , (17)
where 2 F1 (a, b; c; z) =∑∞k=0 (a)k (b)k zkk!(c)k is the standard hypergeometric function.
Proof. Direct summation. 
This gives us the clue of the possible connection of Nn(x)with the “classical” hypergeometric
polynomials. Namely, straightforward computation shows that







where P(1,1)n (x) defined in (4) is the standard Gegenbauer polynomial. Formula (18) is just a
different form of Proposition 6 which is now settled.
Using (17) it yields an alternative expression for N̂n :
N̂n(x) = xn−1 2 F1 (1− n,−n; 2; 1/x) .
Furthermore, if −1 < ξ (n−1)1 < · · · < ξ (n−1)n−1 < 1 are the zeros of the Gegenbauer polynomial












, k = 1, . . . , n − 1.
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Since (6) is a bijection, the interlacing of the roots of two consecutive Narayana polynomials,
see (i) of Corollary 7 is just the translation of the analogous property of the zeros of orthogonal
polynomials, see e.g. [13, Ch. IV].
Formula (4) allows us to establish several properties of the zeros of Nn : just transplant the
known bounds, estimates and identities from (−1, 1) to (−∞, 0) using (6). For instance, we can





1− x2 on (−1, 1)






Any function f ∈ C(−∞, 0) can be written as






























































as n→∞ which proves Corollary 7.




(1− t)2n−1 = 0, k = 0, 1, . . . , n − 2,
which is another way to prove interlacing and weak convergence. 
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